KABUL - The Ministry of Higher Education (MEHE) has stressed appointment of Afghan teachers in the private sector-unsanctioned universities and other higher education institutions and asked these institutions to avoid extending visas for foreign teachers. The Higher Education Minister’s private universities and higher education institutions’ authorities directed in a follow-up letter number 521 has made it clear that the need of teachers should be fulfilled locally. Prof. Mohammad Amir Kamawal, the minister, said the decision was made in light of the situation. He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal. Kamawal said the government was spending a huge amount of money for education and the Afghan youth were talented. “It is unfortunate that we please with hearing names of foreign teachers who cannot find the same job in their own countries.” He said if international standard teachers came to Afghanistan for teaching, they were welcomed and giving the name of teacher to every Afghan was a betrayal.